For the case of road network, the most widely used methods to estimate OD matrices from traffic counts can be classified into two major families4). First, the entropy maximization method (ME), or sometimes known as the iterative proportional fitting method (IPF), is based on the concept of information minimization. The other family of OD estimator is known as the statistical inference method, including the maximum likelihood method (ML), the general least square method (GLS) , the Markov chain process and the Bayesian method. These methods can be applied to the bus route-level OD estimation problem as well by using on-off counts instead of traffic counts. In addition, for bus route-level OD estimation, some other methodologies, as will be mentioned hereafter, can also be applied. The growth factor method, which is well known for its computational simplicity, is not recommended here given that BDCS data is available. However, its result will be used as a basis for evaluating performance of the other methods, which utilize BDCS data. It is also possible to estimate OD matrices when ride-check data alone is available, by using the intervening opportunity (IO) method.. The formulation of estimation methodologies used in this study can be summarized as follows.
(1) ME estimators This methodology is based on the concept of entropy maximization and information minimization, which was proposed by Willumsen5). The ME estimator for OD pair (i,j) is obtained by (1) ( 2) The formal solution of the above problem is given by (3) wheret ij the number of passengers boarding at bus stop (origin) i and alighting at bus top (destination) j tij0= the observed number of trips, which is originated at bus stop i and terminated at bus stop j of priori OD matrix ti. and t.j = the passenger count constraints on bus stop i and bus stop j respectively ai and bj = multiplying factors of row i and column j, determined iteratively until the row and column constraints as shown in equation 2 are satisfied I and J = the total number of bus stops (2) ML estimators ML technique was presented by Landau et al.6). The technique is based on the concept of maximum likelihood of observing the experiment data conditional on the true trip matrix. Under the assumption of Poisson or Multinomial distribution of trips , the ML estimator is obtained by solving the following: (4) subject to equation 2. Applying Lagrangian for the above set of equations, we obtain the first-order condition as (5) Thus the ML estimator is (6) (3) GLS estimators The GLS method is based on the assumption that simple expansion gives unbiased estimators of the true OD (tij) . The concept of GLS was first applied to OD matrix estimation problem by Mcneil7). The GLS estimator is determined by minimizing (7) subject to Rt = r (8)
•\ 624•\ where f = the expansion factor, given by t.. / t..0 V = variance-covariance matrix of t0 (in this study we assume that Vij = tij0) r = row and column constraints and R = constraint incidence matrix which contains only elements with value of 0 or 1 By solving equation (7) subject to equation (8), the GLS estimator can be expressed as follows; The algorithm can be summarized as below:
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where Vij = the number of passengers who board at bus stop i and are qualified for alighting at bus stop j V. i = all qualified passengers for alighting at bus stop j ti. = total number of passengers boarding at bus stop i As a result, 10 estimator for OD pair (i,j) is given by (12) (5) Growth factor estimators Under the assumption that OD pattern remains unchanged between the base and present year, the growth factor estimators can be simply obtained uniform scaling of the outdated OD as shown in equation (13). (1) Description of data Data, utilized in this study comprises of two major sources. First is one-day OD matrix, derived from the bus survey conducted every five year by the Tokyo metropolitan bus operator. The other data set is sampling ride-check, which is automatically collected by the BDCS system installed in 10 percent of the total bus fleet. It is a main purpose of this study that data to be used should be readily available so that operator can cut unnecessary cost of data collection for the service planning. The five-year bus survey provides us an actual daily OD matrix of that year. In this study we use the OD matrices in 1991 and 1996 of two bus routes in the Tokyo Metropolitan, namely route number 1 and 8 respectively. The daily OD matrices in 1991 are used as base year matrices, while the daily OD matrices in 1996 are used as the target matrices for estimations. The route 1 and 8 are comprised of 15 and 22 bus tops respectively. Distance between stops along each route is presented above in figure  1 . Figure 2 shows the share of cells in the OD matrices in 1991 with different number of trips of route 1 and 8 respectively.
As shown above in figure 2 , cells in the OD matrices are classified into four groups according to the number of trips. It is apparent that structure of the two matrices is considerably different. The OD matrix of route 1, which is shorter in distance, is dominated by cells with considerable number of trips,while that of route 8 mainly comprises of cells with few trips. This difference is attributed to the fact that route 1 runs through several major stops within Yamanote loop of Tokyo, while route 8 runs through comparatively less built-up area from Ueno to Kinshicho. We shall discuss later how difference in the structure of OD matrices affects the OD estimation. It is also important to compare the daily OD matrices surveyed in 1991 with those in 1996, as the extent of change in OD significantly influences the accuracy of OD estimates. Figures 3 and 4 present the pattern of OD matrices of route 1 and 8 in 1991 and 1996 in terms of share of each origin and destination in total trip respectively. It is clear that, except some change in share of stop no. 3 of route 1 and stop no. 13 of route 8, OD pattern of the both years is almost identical. The change in share of the stops may result from additional development nearby the stop or from change in the position for short turning of some buses. In addition to the above change, there was only minor change in total demand of the both routes between 1991 and 1996. The daily demand of route 1 decreased from 37,588 to 35,231 passengers, equivalent to 6 percent decrease in number of passengers. On the contrary, the patronage of route 8 increased by 3 percent from 12,202 to 12,626 passengers daily.
Sampling ride-check, which was obtained by the BDCS system, was collected in 1998 from the buses equipped with the system. Each data set contains ID number of the bus, running pattern, date and time of operation, ID number of the bus stops and the number of boarding as well as alighting passengers at each stop. Such data is classified according to the time of operation. Since collected data is more than the actual number of bus runs, the data is randomly picked out in order to match up it with the actual operation. As a result, the sampling data is assumed to represent a daily ride-check of the bus route.
(2) Methodology
In this study, three estimators namely the ME, ML and GLS estimators, obtained by using the base year OD matrix in 1991 in conjunction with constraints of the number of generating and attracting trips by each stop in 1996 are tested against the actual OD matrix in 1996. It should be noted here that in this study, we neglect variation of the OD so that the available OD matrices in 1996 can be treated as the actual OD matrices. Effects of sample size on the accuracy of the estimates are also examined by randomly sampling the base year OD at different sizes of 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 percent of the original size respectively with 1000 repetitions. By using the Bootstrap technique, mean and variance of each estimate can be determined and compared with the actual value in terms of accuracy.
In order to compare the performance of different models in terms of accuracy of the OD estimates, we use the statistical measures shown below. 10 estimators are determined by applying IO method to the sampling ride-check. As the available ride-check data is collected from only 10 percent of total buses, which are equipped with the automatic counters, some running patterns are missed out. Therefore, it is not surprising that its OD pattern is different from that of the daily OD survey. However, in order to assess the accuracy of estimate, 10 estimate is compared with the actual OD matrix based on the trip length distribution. Table 2 : Statistical measures of the OD estimates of route 1 based on full data (1) Accuracy and effects of sampling ratio Based on the estimation results, comparison of the performance of the models, as expressed by the statistical measures, can be summarized in table 2 and 3. As evidently found elsewhere for the case of test network, the ME and ML methods perform equally well even with the big sample data due to its similarity in mathematical formulation. Since it has been concluded in the study by Ben-akiva et al.2) that the results obtained by the ME and ML methods are comparable when the sample size is small, we shall generalize here that one may choose either ME or ML technique to estimate the OD matrix. However, due to its computational simplicity, the ME technique appears to be more preferable to the ML method, if the assumption of deterministic constraints on on-off counts is taken. GLS method also gives comparable result with the above methods without requiring iterative calculations. However, the difficulty of this method lies in finding the inverse of variance-covariance matrix of the base year OD matrix, especially in the case of route 8, in which the ratio between the number of trips in biggest and smallest cell is large. Comparing the results obtained from the ME, ML and GLS techniques with that of growth factor method, benefits of using on-off counts data for OD estimation can be appreciated more cicarly.
Results
In figure 5 , we show that by using the OD estimation techniques based on sufficient OD sample under constraints of on-off counts we can obtain the result within acceptable region of confidence. As shown by the statistics, sampling ratio of 50% or so, when used with the on-off counts already gives adequately desirable results. For the both routes, using the ME method with 50% sampling ratio gives better result than using the growth factor method. Comparing the results obtained from route 1 and 8, we may see that the effects of sample size on the accuracy are more visible for the case of route 8, as reducing size of the sample by half from 100% to 50% of the original size results in 10% and 30% more error of the estimates for route 1 and 8 respectively. We shall examine in detail below why this becomes the case. Figure 6 presents the change of weighted trace of estimates with size of sampling ratio of priori OD matrix. We can see the consistent trend of growing rate of increase in variance of estimates as the size of sampling decreases. This means the effect of reducing the size of sampling ratio is two-fold. First, as previously seen from figure 5, it results in decrease in accuracy of the estimates. The other effect is it progressively decreases the degree of confidence of the estimates.
It has become clear from the above results that the performances of the three models are insignificantly different. This is attributed to the similarity in characteristics of the models from statistical viewpoint. All of the three models are based upon expansion of outdated OD with row and column constraints. The minor difference among them lies on the way in which row and column constraints are satisfied. Similarity in pattern between OD data in 1991 and 1996 may be another reason. Due to limitation on availability of data, we could not make concrete conclusion. Anyway there is a reason to believe that even if the difference between base year and present year OD pattern is more visible, the performances of the models are still similar. As we reduce sampling ratio to 20 percent but there was no sign of deviation in accuracy of the obtained results. (2) Effects of OD flows and its pattern We then attempt to examine the accuracy of estimates of cells with different number of trips. We classify OD pairs into groups according to the OD flows under the hypothesis that cells with large OD flows could be estimated with higher accuracy due to lower level of variance of the sampling counts. As shown in figure 7 above, although there is some minor variation, we may be able to generalize that the accuracy of estimates does not significantly change with the estimation method used. On the other hand, accuracy of estimates is dependent principally on the OD flows. This is a reason why the accuracy of estimates of route 8 is lower and rate of decrease in accuracy is faster than that of route 1, as the property of the ME and ML techniques is that empty cells of the base year matrix always results in zero estimates. In addition, reduction of the sampling size means coefficient of variation of sample is bounded to increase. Hence optimal sample size is in turn dependent on the pattern of OD matrix. In general, sufficiently large sample size would be necessary for a matrix, which is dominated by relatively small number of trips in each cell like the OD matrix of route 8 in this study, as shown in figure 1 . This is attributed to the fact that reducing sampling size of the matrix with smaller OD flows has more visible effect. Moreover, by nature accuracy of estimates from a priori matrix with smaller OD flows is always less desirable. From figure 7, we propose that sampling ratio could be reduced as long as the OD flows are still large enough that majority of them do not fall into category, whose the accuracy is below desired level.
(3) Applicability of the estimation technique without outdated OD survey Now let us investigate the applicability of the IO method under different OD pattern. Despite of its apparent drawback namely accuracy of the estimates intimately depends on the demand pattern, the IO method is useful in the sense that it requires only on-off counts for OD estimation. In addition, it is useful for estimating OD matrix for several periods of day, in which OD patterns typically vary from the pattern of average daily OD. Here, based on on-off counts, which are available from the BDCS system, we attempt to identify the applicability of the method. We assume that logarithm of survival rate should be linearly dependent on the trip distance. The detailed result of route 1 bounding for Shimbashi station is shown in figure 7 . For the case of other route or directions, wc prcscnt only thc degree of correlation of the predicted trip length distribution with the actual value in 1996.
As shown in figure 8, trip length distribution in 1991 and 1996 is slightly different. Thus it is no wonder that the predicted trip length distribution, which is obtained from applying the IO method to the BDCS data in 1998, to some extent varies from the actual values in 1991 and 1996. However, as summarized in table 4, the result is satisfactory given that the degree of correlation between the predicted distribution and the actual one in 1996 for two cases is as high as 0.9. Meanwhile, degree of correlation of the worst case is as low as 0.5. It would be more desirable if we had the actual OD matrix in 1998 in order to make more solid conclusion. We may conclude in general here that results of IO method are highly dependent on the OD pattern and special care should be taken in applying it.
(4) Cost effectiveness evaluation Finally, based on the above results we introduce criteria for determining applicability of the OD estimation techniques, which are investigated in the study. Table 5 illustrates major factors, which should be taken into account. Requisites in terms of data, labor and equipment cost and computational complexity as well as desired level of accuracy are expressed quantitatively in comparison among the studied methodologies. Data, required for the estimation OD matrix, is either previous OD or on-off counts. Conventionally, OD survey is conducted periodically (for example, just one typical weekday every five year) for use as a representative OD matrix of particular period. However drawbacks of the approach based only on OD survey(s) are high cost of survey and low effectiveness of data utilization. Effectiveness of data utilization here means applicability of data to produce useful information, which cannot be grasped from the data itself. On the other hand, combining outdated OD survey with on-off counts brings about higher effectiveness of data utilization since OD matrices for different time period can be estimated with negligible additional cost. Furthermore this approach enables bus service to be designed to cope with day-to-day or seasonal variation in travel demand. One point to be noted on this approach is that it requires high initial investment for some equipment such as automatic counters and computer system, which may be depreciated in the long term. Concerning accuracy, it was proved that the OD Table 5 : Criteria for evaluating OD estimation techniques estimation based on outdated OD and on-off counts give acceptable results when compared to the actual value obtained from OD survey. In conclusion, BDCS is effective in that it provides on-off count data automatically in any time period, which can give higher effectiveness of data utilization with acceptable accuracy and affordable cost, if coupled with outdated OD matrix data.
Thus, decision to adopt any estimation technique should be reflected by differences in constraints and needs of each organization. For instance, an organization in developed country, which already installed equipment for automatic data collection, would consider ME or IO as alternatives for OD estimation depending on required accuracy and availability of outdated OD. On the other hand, their counterpart in developing country, in which budget to purchase new equipment is limited yet labor cost is comparatively low, would find growth factor method desirable and affordable. It should be noted that, in table 5, we assume that labor cost is accrued solely from conducting OD survey and equipment cost is only for purchasing automatic passenger counter. On-off counts can alternately be obtained through on-board ride checks, resulting in higher labor cost but lower equipment cost. Thus it is also feasible for an organization without BDCS system to use the OD estimation technique, which requires on-off counts for more accurate results.
Conclusion
This paper presents some empirical evidences on the performance of different OD estimation techniques based on on-off counts and/or the outdated OD matrices and its potential to replace conventional OD survey. The ME method is proved to be the most practical technique for the OD estimation problem under the assumption of deterministic count constraints due to its computational simplicity and desirable accuracy of the estimates, provided that priori OD matrix is available. Effects of sample size on the accuracy tend to be trivial given that most of the OD flows are large enough, say over 100. Although the results for the case of route 1 and 8 are considerably different in terms of accuracy, at this point it is clear that, given the availability of the on-off counts, expenses required for the service planning could be saved more or less depending on availability of priori OD matrix. If there exists a priori OD matrix, it is proved that based on the priori OD pattern, on-off counts can be used for OD estimation with acceptable accuracy. On the other hand, if that is not the case, conventional daily OD survey could be replaced by an OD sample without losing much accuracy as shown from the result of route 1 in this study, whose OD flows between pairs of stops are mostly large. Change in OD pattern between base year and present year OD matrices results in lower accuracy of OD estimates. However, as empirically found in this study, comparative performance of the three OD estimation techniques is independent on such change.
BDCS data also shows high potential for use in the route-level OD estimation as revealed in our finding that for some cases predicted trip length distribution, based on the IO method, is highly correlated with the actual one, with degree of correlation as high as 0.9. However, given that a priori OD matrix is available, there would be no reason to use the BDCS data alone for OD estimation, since it is not always the case that trip length distribution of trips originated from different stops in a route is identical. In other words, BDCS data should be used in conjunction with priori OD matrices to avert the necessity to conduct costly conventional on-board OD surveys.
Criteria for choosing OD estimation technique are proposed. Required data, costs, computational complexity and desired accuracy are the factors to be taken into consideration. Given differences in constraints in terms of budget or labor cost and in desired accuracy, there is no single best choice for every organization. Consequently, clear-cut policy is needed before any decision to adopt an OD estimation technique shall be made. 
